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My Big Word Book Casebound My Big
Board Books
I know some Big Words. I'll teach them to you. Although
you are small, you can use Big Words too. Big Words
aren't scary. They're big fun to learn. I was taught once
and now it's your turn. The eighth hilarious picture book
by the #1 New York Times bestselling team of Jamie Lee
Curtis and Laura Cornell helps little people communicate
in a big person's world. With grown-up words like
cooperate, respect, patience and considerate, a big,
boisterous and zany family celebrates the power of
language and discovers that words—big or little—are the
bridge that connects us all.
A dictionary of more than 1,400 illustrated and labeled
objects and actions common to children
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just
have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know
about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith
and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho
introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of
Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made
possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
From ‘boat' and ‘car' to ‘apple' and ‘banana' this book
provides the youngest readers with the fundamental first
words that will form the foundation of their vocabulary.
Babies and toddlers will love the brightly colored images
on every page, and the board book format is the perfect
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size for little hands to hold.
This definitive picture book biography of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., is an unforgettable portrait of a man
whose dream changed America--and the world--forever.
A big format board book for babies and toddlers. Bright,
bold photographs of the wonderful animals of Australia,
themed into habitats such as 'In the bush' and 'In the
water'. Each photograph is labelled with its name and
there is a simple question to answer on each page to
encourage children to interact further with the book
pages.
With 180 pages of hilarious illustrations, brain teasers,
life inspiration, math, technology and much, much more,
Daily Word Workout builds kids' vocabulary while
introducing them to concepts that extend way beyond
language. Make every day epic with a daily word workout
that will prepare kids for anything that the world can
throw at them! With 180 pages of hilarious illustrations,
brain teasers, life inspiration, and much, much more,
Daily Word Workout builds kids' vocabulary while
introducing them to concepts that extend way beyond
language. From basic mathematics to science and
technology via valuable life lessons about inclusivity,
tolerance, and respect, this indispensable daily wonder is
designed to introduce young minds to big ideas at the
breakfast table. And all through the magic of words! Why
walk when you can stroll, saunter, or swagger? Don't cry
when you can weep, wail, or whimper! Daily Word
Workout is packed with synonyms, antonyms, and mindblowing vocabulary that shows kids the epic scope and
flexibility of language. Whether it's labelling emotions,
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communicating clearly, building character, or telling tall
tales, there's a word here for everything. Plus, count in
twos with some cookie-crazed tiger cubs! Start telling
time with a tooth-brushing dog! Shapes, sizes, left and
right - whatever kids need to know, our colourful cast of
word-hungry animals have it covered. They'll laugh.
They'll learn. Epic just became a way of life.
This is the perfect book to help your little one learn their
essential first words. On the big, sturdy board pages,
they'll discover bright, bold photographs of all kinds of
things they'll recognise from around the home and their
everyday experiences, all grouped into clear sections
such as toys, clothes, mealtime and more. Each picture
has its name written underneath, helping children to build
key early vocabulary and start to develop word and
picture association. A must-have for every first library!
Help your child learn to write letters with this amazing
wipe-clean book. The outlines to complete and activities
to do make writing practice simple! The special pen
included allows letters to be written again and
again--simply wipe them away with a cloth.
An essential vocabulary builder for young children, with
around a thousand everyday words and pictures,
arranged thematically.
-Ideal for all preschool kids. -A must-have book for every
home. -80 pages packed with essential vocabulary and
first learning activities. -Not just a first word book--a first
work experience! -Multiple flaps reveal stunning images.
-A big book for smart kids that love to learn.
Colors, shapes, numbers, and opposites. These basic
concepts are fundamental lessons in early toddler
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education. Young readers are in for a multisensory treat
with this big book containing 120 words and 40 touchand-feel elements. Discover bright colors at a carnival,
touch the sticky splotches of paint, count the number of
spots on a ladybug, and trace the shiny star and spiral
shapes. There's so much to see, touch, and discover! A
hands-on learning experience that encourages sensory
awareness, builds vocabulary skills, and develops word
and picture associations, this interactive volume is a
must-have for a young child's growing library!
“We think of English as a fortress to be defended, but a
better analogy is to think of English as a child. We love
and nurture it into being, and once it gains gross motor
skills, it starts going exactly where we don’t want it to
go: it heads right for the goddamned electrical sockets.”
With wit and irreverence, lexicographer Kory Stamper
cracks open the obsessive world of dictionary writing,
from the agonizing decisions about what to define and
how to do it to the knotty questions of ever-changing
word usage. Filled with fun facts—for example, the first
documented usage of “OMG” was in a letter to Winston
Churchill—and Stamper’s own stories from the linguistic
front lines (including how she became America’s
foremost “irregardless” apologist, despite loathing the
word), Word by Word is an endlessly entertaining look at
the wonderful complexities and eccentricities of the
English language.
Some people collect stamps. Some people collect coins.
Some people collect art. And Jerome? Jerome collected
words . . . In this extraordinary new tale from Peter H.
Reynolds, Jerome discovers the magic of the words all
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around him -- short and sweet words, two-syllable treats,
and multisyllable words that sound like little songs.
Words that connect, transform, and empower. From the
creator of The Dot and Happy Dreamer comes a
celebration of finding your own words -- and the impact
you can have when you share them with the world.
Michael loves interesting words (hard words like
ELASTIC, little words like VAST, and big words like
SMITHEREENS) and is always on the lookout for words
to collect. Then one day, he picks up a new word. A bad
word. An inappropriate word. At least, that's what his
friend says. But Michael kind of likes the word. He thinks
he might try it out. At school. Bad idea.
Presents real-world scenes with objects and people
labelled for young readers.
This brand-new board book series for toddlers features supercute versions of Batman™, Wonder Woman™, and other
favorite DC super heroes—plus an eye-catching foil cover!
Brave, strong, and smart are what you want your little one to
be, and the inspirational words and super-sweet illustrations
of Batman, Wonder Woman, and Superman™ featured in this
sturdy board book make it great for boys and girls ages 2 to
5. The adorable art and simple text make it perfect for
naptime, bedtime, or any time! Look out for these other fun
board books: • Christmas Heroes! (DC Justice League)
9780593178461 • My Dad Is a Superhero! (DC Superman)
9780593305423 • My Mom Is a Superhero! (DC Wonder
Woman) 9780593305409 • Super Hero Halloween! (DC
Justice League) 9780593379318 • Super Hero Valentine!
(DC Justice League) 9780593379790
Presents over 500 action words accompanied by
photographs, a word-and-picture search, and a hunt-thePage 5/9
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puppy puzzle.
Gathers tales about an unusual spotted creature, a group of
frightened farm animals, a baby bird, dogs, two birds looking
for a place to nest, and a young rabbit, that originally
appeared in books published by Beginner Books.
Arthur and his friends introduce more than one thousand
everyday vocabulary words in a picture word book that labels
familiar objects in environments ranging from the zoo to
Mom's office.
Teaches young children the names and basic characteristics
of different dinosaurs. On board pages.
"In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly
word, no matter what"-Little children need to learn a huge amount of vocabulary
before they start to read, and one of the best ways in which to
do that is to share books with them. This vocabulary builder
contains over 100 food-themed words, each with a picture.
Simply point to a picture and say the word and your child will
soon be picking up new vocabulary.
Help your child learn to write numbers with this amazing wipeclean book. The outlines to complete and activities to do
make number practice simple! The special pen included
allows numbers to be written again and again - simply wipe
away with a cloth. This book includes many first concept
activities such as writing, counting, sorting, color recognition
and how to draw. The thick board pages are easy for small
hands to hold, and will provide kids with hours of learning fun!

Get your little one started on the right track with the Peter
Pauper Primer My First 101 WORDS board book! What
makes this board book stand out? We use adorable
illustrated characters to introduce important first
concepts, and reinforce those concepts with full-color
photographs to provide real-world images and context.
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Helps foster image and word recognition as well as
speaking and motor skills. It's the perfect primer for
babies and toddlers! Sturdy book has a padded cover
that little hands will find easy to grip and hold. Rounded
corners help reduce board book wear. Bright and
engaging full-color illustrations and photographs
throughout. 24 pages. Board book measures 6-1/2''
square. Ages 0 and up. Collect all the ''My First'' board
books from Peter Pauper Press!
Child development specialists have shown that children
learn best when they acquire knowledge through multiple
senses. Not only sight and sound, but touch as well, are
critical elements in their development. Children love
learning to name objects, and they are in for a
multisensory treat with this big book containing 150
words and 30 touch-and-feel elements. Featuring many
things familiar in a young child's world—a soft blanket, the
smooth skin of a dolphin, a rough-textured sack—this
generously oversized volume helps young readers build
vocabulary and develop picture and word associations.
The perfect baby shower gift!
Teaches young children the names of animals with color
pictures and vocabulary words. On board pages.
Adding to the stable of bestselling Alphaprints titles, First
Words is a must-have word book for babies and toddlers
that sits alongside Alphaprints ABC, one of American
Baby Magazine's 24 Best Baby Books of All Time. This
casebound board book has over 40 first words to learn,
accompanied by the quirky Alphaprints animals and
objects created using fingerprints and photographs of
everyday objects. Each spread is themed—pets, park,
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vehicles, toys, farm, food, colors and animals—and the
fingerprints are embossed for lots of see-touch-feel fun.
This is the latest addition to the Alphaprints series, which
has sold over 1,000,000 copies in the US alone, and is
published around the world in 13 languages.
Roger Priddy’s Big Board First 100 Words is a perfect
children’s book offering simple everyday words for
infants and toddlers to develop their vocabulary.
Featuring 100 beautiful color photographs, this tough
board book introduces words and phrases of animals,
toys, vehicles, and items used for mealtimes, bathtimes,
and bedtimes that are ideal for children aged 2 and up to
learn how to read and identify objects.
"[The Weighty Word Book] will appeal to kids who want
to sound as smart as they are. It offers a clever, funny
way to introduce new words into the vocabulary. . . .
There's one word for every letter of the alphabet--wait
until you see what they do with dogmatic, juxtapose and
zealot."--The Gazette (Colorado Springs, Colorado)
"Each of these twenty-six short stories takes an
elaborate, circuitous path that leads to a 'weighty' oneword punch line. . . . It's a creative and humorous
approach to vocabulary building, and a natural lead in to
having students create their own tall tales with
multisyllabic conclusions."--School Library Journal
Bright Baby Colors, ABC, Numbers from bestselling
children's book author Roger Priddy • Introduces three
key first concepts: letters, number and colors • Helps
babies and toddlers to build their early vocabulary •
Large, colorful and sturdy format to withstand repeated
learning fun
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Join Richard Scarry’s Lowly Worm as he introduces
more than a hundred words in this board book classic.
From tree to sun and car to airplane, this is a perfect
choice for children who are beginning to learn preschool
concepts!
My World is no ordinary word book, it is a visual adventure
through 350 hand-drawn illustrations, with lots of things to
find and a huge heap of humor. Parents and children alike will
enjoy poring over the pages, discovering the expected and
unexpected things you find in the city and the park, in the toy
box and the fruit bowl, on the farm, in the wild and more.
Each page is themed and there are fun questions to answer,
some of which take you back into the book. The colorful
illustrations are quirky and charming, and with 350 words to
learn, this is a great book for building vocabulary, starting
conversations, and fostering a love of books.
More than 100 words are introduced by labeled pictures
grouped topically under room, kitchen, eating, beach, family,
zoo, and other familiar things and places.
Introduces basic vocabulary words in such categories as
colors, shapes, toys and games, animals, clothing, and food.
Cover title; statement of responsibility from spine.
Helps young children learn about trucks with vocabulary,
pictures, and questions. On board pages.
Big, bold illustrations of favorite Disney characters--Mickey
Mouse, Chip 'n' Dale, Winnie the Pooh, and many
others--performing all sorts of activites teach children
hundreds of words, as well as numbers and letters.
With each object identified with bright, bold labels, preschools
are introduced to 150 new words. 75,000.
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